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which means that every human being must
have the freedom to respond to God—or not
to respond to God, to articulate their own
personal religious beliefs and to practice
—or not practice—their faith freely without
coercion.
Our nation’s founders recognized this
right in the ﬁrst amendment to the constitution which states, “Congress shall make no
laws respecting the establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” But
religious liberty is not based on the legal
documents of men, but on the clear teachings of the Word of God, which clearly proclaims support for religious liberty. It is the

DWIGHT JESSUP, Former
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Taylor University, Former
provost and political science professor at Bethel
College | The stance the Baptist General Conference (BGC) has taken on the relation of
church and state is not unlike that of C. S.
Lewis. In his distinguished work, The Weight
W
of Glory
Glory, Lewis wrote:
“A man may have to die for our country, but no man must, in any exclusive
sense, live for his country. He who
surrenders himself without reservation to the temporal claims of a nation, or a party, or a class is rendering
unto Caesar that which, of all things,



most emphatically belongs to God
himself.” (Learning in Wartime).
Article X of the BGC’s Affirmation of
Faith adopted at the BGC annual meeting
in Oakland, Ca in 1951, carries our most
authoritative statement on church and state.
It places that relationship in the broader
context of religious liberty:
We believe that every human being
has direct relations with God and
is responsible to God alone in all
matters of faith; that each church is
independent and must be free from
interference by any ecclesiastical or
political authority; that therefore
Church and State must be kept
continued on p. 6
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thread that runs through all of Scripture. It
is rooted in the very act of creation. Genesis
1:27 states that we are created in God’s image. One facet of this is that we are created
with the freedom to make choices—and to
be responsible for the choices we make.
When Adam and Eve were created they
were given the choice to eat or not eat of
the fruit—that is to obey or not obey God.
They chose disobedience with disastrous
consequences. But since then every person
is free to make choices for himself or herself. Moses, at the end of his life says to the
people of Israel in Deuteronomy 30:19 “I
have set before you life and death, blessings
and curses. Now choose life.” They had a
choice.
There are at least four facets of religious
liberty that run throughout Scripture.

1. Spiritual liberty.

2. Biblical liberty.

In the eighth chapter of the book of John,
Jesus, speaking of sin says, “whoever sins is a
slave to sin.” Then he says, “If the Son sets you
free you shall be free indeed.” As believers we
are free from sin – from its penalty which
Christ took upon Himself and ultimately
from its’ power. We no longer need to be
slaves to our passions, our addictions, our
pettiness, our pride, but can be free to live
as God intends us to live.
We are also free from the restrictions of legalism. We read in the book of Galatians “It is
for freedom Christ has set us free. Stand then
and do not let yourselves be burdened again
by a yoke of slavery.” The yoke of slavery is
legalism. We are not under law, but under
grace. We are free from trying to earn merit
with God. And we are free from others who
want to force their legalistic restrictions on
us. We have spiritual liberty.

This was, in part, what the Reformations of
the 16th century was all about. The reformers
claimed Sola Scriptura, that is the Bible alone
is our authority. They didn’t always practice
it but they afﬁrmed it. For Baptists, this is
crucial. The Bible is our sole authority. There
is no church hierarchy that tells us what to
do. There is no civil authority that tells us
what to do in the matter of religion.
But a word of caution here. There is the
Bible and then there are interpretations of
the Bible. Only the ﬁrst is infallible. Our
individual interpretations are not. It is precisely because we believe the Bible is our sole
authority that we have differences. If there
is one person who has the ﬁnal authority to
give the ﬁnal interpretation we would have
no differences. But for us there is no one
person who has ﬁnal authority. We are free to
read and understand the Bible for ourselves.
That is why I say that wherever you have two
Baptists you have at least three opinions.
It is because we say the Bible is our sole
authority that we, as Baptists, have always
been suspicious of creeds. You won’t ﬁnd
creeds in true Baptist churches. It is not that
we don’t think creeds are worthwhile as a
way of systematizing our faith, but that we
refuse to give ﬁnal authority to creeds. We
never ask, “What does the creed say?” but
“What does the Bible say?”

Inside this Issue of the Baptist Pietist CLARION
G. WILLIAM CARLSON, Professor of History and
In the words of Adolf Olson, professor
Political Science, Bethel College & RON SAARI, at Bethel Seminary for over four decades,
Senior Pastor of Central Baptist Church in the heritage included “…the Bible at the
St. Paul, Minn. | This is the ﬁfth issue of the center as the eternally sure and dependable
Baptist Pietist Clarion. The primary mission Word of God, the message of redeeming
is to uphold the historic Baptist pietistic tra- grace and deliverance from the guilt and
dition of the Baptist General Conference and power of sin by means of the new birth,
its early leaders. In a document circulated the glorious possibility of a consecrated
with the 1977 “re-afﬁrmation of
and spirit-filled life, and the
our heritage” resolution, it was
privilege and responsibility
In essentials
suggested that “the richness
to tell the story of Jesus to
UNITY
of our heritage can certainly
all nations…”
In non-essentials
provide both direction and
The first four issues
LIBERTY
conﬁdence for today.” The
analyzed the origins of the
In everything
following principles were
1951 Afﬁrmation of Faith,
CHARITY
suggested as foundational:
the theological vision of John
Alexis Edgren, the challenge
• A balance of doctrinal conserof the civil rights movement, core
vatism with irenic spirit.
Baptist distinctives, the witness of F. O.
• A conversion-centered experiential Nilsson, the history of Bethel College and
faith under the stabilizing guidance and Seminary and Baptist pietist spirituality
authority of the Scriptures.
as understood in the life and witness of
• A spirit of both missionary and chari- Dr. Carl H. Lundquist. This issue focuses
table outreach.
C. Emanuel Carlson and Walf
Walfred Peterson
• An enriching evangelistic passion and and their commitments to religious liberty
emphasis on growth and Christian especially through their work on the Bapholiness that conserves the results of tist Joint Committee.
soul-winning.
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3. Soul liberty.
We are free to choose. And we do choose. I
cannot choose for you nor can you choose
for me. We cannot coerce belief and any attempts to coerce faith end in disaster. Roger
Williams, the founder of the ﬁrst Baptist
Church in America, in Providence Rhode
Island speaking on attempts to coerce faith
said, “On its good days coerced religion
produces hypocrites and on its bad days
rivers of blood.”
We know that this is true. History teaches
us this. The recent attempts by the Muslim
extremists to control Afghanistan teach us
this. One of the most colorful protectors of
religious liberty in our day is James Dunn,
former executive Director of the Baptist Joint
Committee on Public Affairs. He described
himself as “Texas bred, Spirit led, Bible teach-



continued on p. 4

C. Emanuel Carlson as Historian and Educator: Personal Reﬂections
V. E LVING A NDERSON ,
Emer itus Professor,
Genetics, University of
Minnesota | As a freshman at Bethel in the fall
of 1939 I signed up for
Modern World History
with C. E. Carlson and
Zoology with Emery
Johnson. These two teachers soon became
my mentors and, without realizing it, the
broad pattern of my later choices was beginning to take shape. But that’s another story.
C. E. allowed me to experience the privilege
of Christian Education through learning
how to value the asking of good questions,
appreciating the joy of teaching as a “divine
vocation,” and understanding the commitments of the “free church” tradition’s commitment to religious freedom.

C. Emanuel as Historian.
Dr. Carlson’s history course turned out
to be unique in many ways. To him, history
was a continuing story, connecting the past
with the future. His perspective was fresh
and up-to-date, perhaps in part because he
was working on a doctoral program at the
University of Minnesota. C. E. (as he was
known to students and faculty alike) didn’t



lecture but raised questions for discussion,
and his tests were actually fun. Robert Otto
and Kenneth Norquist, two of my fellow students, described well his teaching strategy.
Robert Otto, Emeritus Professor of
Christianity, Mercer University, noted that
Carlson’s class was “peppered with questions based on our textbook or readings.”
The questions “required thought, and any
answer drew forth questions that led deeper
into the subject matter. One had to respond
twice and thrice—then discover there was
still more in the text.” Very early, stated
Otto, a “searching, inquisitive, inquiring,
liberal mind open to questions and analysis
became C.E.’s academic gift to me.” Kenneth
Norquist, Instructor at Cambridge Community College, enjoyed C.E.’s questions so
much that he kept a set and still uses many
of them in his own teaching, an indication
of their timeless, basic nature. C.E.’s broad
view of history, together with questions
continued on p. 8

Onward and Upward: Reﬂections on the Life and Teaching Impact of
Dr. Walfred H. Peterson
JOHN F. ANDERSON, Associate Pastor Central
Baptist Church | During the 1950’s one of
the major contributions to the academic
and social life on the Bethel College campus
was Walfred Peterson. He started teaching
at Bethel in 1950 and was known for his
political activism, scholarly commitments,
Christian leadership and personal friendship
with students. For many, he was a voice of
reason and reﬂection in a nation that was
in great turmoil and challenge. What was it
like to be a student of Walfred H. Peterson
in the ﬁfties?
A meaningful response requires context.
What was Bethel College like in the mid-ﬁfties? When I arrived at Bethel as a seventeenyear-old freshman, in the fall of 1954, Walfred and Marianne Peterson greeted me in
Edgren dormitory. They were called “house
parents”. Today some title such as “resident
directors” would be used. The young men
of Edgren soon learned that “Wally Pete”
was a mean ping-pong player, a live and let
live supervisor who intervened in dorm life

only when necessary. “Necessary” included
few such courses, most of them taught
triple ﬂoor water ﬁghts, severe roommate
by historians or other Philistines. I
stress and other occasional tomfoolery. We
felt that we were educational piodiscovered he was also a full-time
neers. There was little published
teacher of political science, a
that attempted to fuse the
Ph.D. candidate at the UniverChristian’s faith with then
sity of Minnesota, and soon
modern political science.
to become a new father.
Of course, my students
Bethel was a college of
knew that they should
barely 400 students with a
have more than one
history and political science
professor in their major
department of three profescourses. But many such
sors: Roy Dalton, Dalphy
colleges were limited in
Fagerstrom and Walfred
the size of teaching staffs
Peterson. Wally was the sole
in several majors back
professor of political scithen. And their librarence. In reﬂecting on these
ies were too sparse for
days he wrote:
the student’s needs, let
“Comparing Bethel
alone the requirements
WALFRED H. PETERSON
College in the 1950’s
of their teachers. We
and 1960’s to similar colleges, one
had to ‘make do’”.
ﬁnds that political science courses
The “make-do”, “can-do” spirit was strong
and majors were the exception and
at the ﬂedging Baptist liberal arts college. A
not the rule. Most similar schools had
new, young president named Carl H. Lund-



continued on p. 12
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ing , revival preaching washed in the blood
believer. In his usual straightforward way he
liked to say, “Ain’t nobody but Jesus going to
tell me what to do.” That is soul liberty.

4. Religious liberty.
This is a phrase that is used both to describe
the whole gamut of liberties and more
specifically the liberty from government
interference or meddling in religious belief
and practice. Whenever the government gets
involved in the religion business it is always
messy. And if there is one group that has
stood for two separate realms—the church
and the state and the separation between
the two—it has been the Baptists.
Actually the idea of two separate realms
goes way back to the New Testament. Jesus
clearly taught that there are two realms when
he said in Matthew 22:21, “Render unto
Caesar what is Caesar’s and unto God what
is God’s. In the fourth century Augustine, a
giant scholar of the church, spoke of “The
City of God and The City of Man”—two
separate realms.
But it has not always been practiced.
Throughout history the state—that is, the
governing authorities, have tried to control
the church and the consciences of people.
And the church at times has tried to control
the state.
Time does not allow us to review all of the
tragedies of history caused by these attempts.
But let me review a bit of Baptist history for
you. It starts in England at the turn of the
seventeenth century. The King of England
had already broken with the papacy in Rome
and the Roman Catholic Church, and had
started the church of England. He then tried
to enforce his beliefs on all the people of
England. The Church of England was to be
the only church allowed in the nation.
Enter Thomas Helwys, the founder of the
ﬁrst Baptist Church on English soil. Helwys
authored a treatise on Religious Liberty in
1612. In it he wrote, “The King is a mortal
man and not God, therefore he hath no
power over the immortal souls of his subjects…” There were Baptist dissidents and
other dissidents including Catholics who
wanted to remain Catholic and not switch to
the Church of England. King James wanted

to persecute them severely. Helwys, a Baptist
in defense of those Catholics stated, “Our
Lord, the king has no more control over their
consciences than ours and that is none at all..
For men’s religion to God is betwixt God and
themselves.” Helwys and his wife, Joan were
severely persecuted and he was imprisoned.
He died in Newgate Prison.

Baptist General Conference
Afﬁrmation of Faith: Article X
“We believe that every human being has
direct relations with God, and is responsible to God alone in all matters of faith;
that each church is independent and must
be free from interference by any ecclesiastical or political authority; that the Church
and State must be kept separate as having differing functions, each fulﬁlling its
duties free from dictation or patronage
of the other.”
In the seventeenth century in the United
States, Roger Williams came to the Massachusetts Bay Colony. He came to the colony
controlled by the Puritans who came seeking
religious liberty, but only for themselves.
They wanted to worship as they pleased, but
refused to grant this same right to others.
Williams came as a Baptist. He advocated
complete religious liberty for all people
and that Government should not dictate
religious beliefs. The theocrats running the
colony banished him from the colony. He
went on to form the ﬁrst Baptist Church in
America in the colony of Rhode Island.
In the United States in the eighteenth
century the ﬁrst amendment to the constitution, a part of what we now call the Bill
of Rights, had to do with Religious Liberty.
One of the leaders in drafting and promoting the ﬁrst amendment was John Leland, a
Baptist preacher from Virginia. Leland in his
tract, “The Rights of Conscience Inalienable”
wrote, “Government has no more to do with
the religious opinions of men than it has to
do with the principles of mathematics.” He
added, “Let every man speak freely without
fear, maintain the principles that he believes,
worship according to his own faith, either
one God, three Gods, no God or twenty
Gods and let government protect him in so
~4~

doing.”
Indulge me one more example. In Sweden
in the 16th century the Lutheran Church was
granted state church status. The Lutheran
Church leaders wanted to suppress all other
faiths. In an effort to suppress other faiths the
Conventicle Act was passed which prohibited
the assembly of people in homes for religious
purposes. The early Baptists in Sweden were
known as the “läsare” or “Bible Readers”
They gathered in homes to study the Bible
and pray. Because of this many of the early
Swedish Baptists were arrested and imprisoned, some on bread and water for 100 days.
F.O. Nilsson, one of the early Swedish Baptist
pioneers was banished from his homeland
in 1853. He, along with many others came
to America seeking religious liberty. But,
unlike the Puritans, they understood that if
they wanted religious liberty for themselves
they must in turn grant it to others.
These historical struggles are important
for Baptists to understand. Although, some
of these particular challenges to religious
liberty are over, the overall struggle continues. The basic message is still clear and needs
to be repeated again and again. We value
religious liberty—freedom from coercion
from church authorities and from government authorities. Even God has granted us
the freedom to choose. He loves us. He woos
us. He desires for all of us to turn to him and
be saved and ﬁnd true freedom. But he does
not coerce. We are free to choose for him or
against him.
But with liberty comes responsibility. We
are responsible for our choices. We are responsible to exercise our freedom by choosing wisely, and by becoming acquainted with
what we claim is the basis for our choices,
the Word of God.
And we are responsible to defend religious
liberty and its corollary, the separation of
the church from the state—even when it is
not the “politically correct” thing to do. As
I heard James Dunn state one time, there
will always be those who want to make our
nation a theocracy, as long as they deﬁne the
“theo”. We must continue to defend the right
of religious liberty for all people.

Dunn Praises C. Emanuel Carlson for Defending
Religious Liberty and Church-State Separation

Religious Liberty: On Learning
the Meaning of Prayer

G. WILLIAM CARLSON, professor of history and lutions with ultimate solutions coming only
political science, Bethel University | James in the great wrap-up of all human striving.”
Dunn is former Executive director of the (Dunn, Reﬂections, p. 15)
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs
Dunn appreciated three aspects of Carl(1980-1999) and current president of the son’s leadership. First, Carlson was deterBaptist Joint Committee Endowment. He is mined that the BJC be a national voice for
also adjunct Professor of Christianity and Baptist issues in Washington. He wanted its
Public Policy at Wake Forest
work to be “accurate, reDivinity School in Winstonspected, judicious,” particuSalem, North Carolina.
larly on issues of religious
Dunn holds that one of
liberty and church-state
the major characteristics of
separation.
Baptist history, in Europe
Second, Carlson maneuand America, is support of
vered effectively on several
religious liberty and separacontroversial issues: Govtion of church and state. In
ernment prescribed relithe United States this was ilgious exercises, exchange
lustrated by Roger Williams’
of ambassadors with the
support of Native Americans
Vatican and tax aid to nonand the effort to establish a
public schools. In doing so
JAMES DUNN,
state that would allow for
he articulated the following
Former Executive director of
F
diverse religious beliefs and
set of non-negotiable Baptist
the Baptist Joint Committee
practices.
principles:
on Public Affairs and current
Also, John Leland, a Bap“…For government to
president of the Baptist Joint
tist pastor, worked with
meddle in, restrain, attempt
Committee Endowment.
James Madison to achieve
to regulate, or foster religion
the First Amendment of the Constitution. is always wrong. For churches to manipulate
Leland wrote ‘Sad experience, the best government, seek special favors, or use pubteacher, has taught us that the fondness lic dollars for parochial purposes is never
of magistrates to foster Christianity has acceptable. The Baptist Joint Committee has
done it more harm than all the persecution always stood for real religious freedom and
ever did.’” (Dunn, Religious Liberty, p. 75) genuine free exercise and has always stood
For Dunn the Constitution was a “happy against government-sponsored or prescribed
coalition of enlightenment thought and religion and the use of public funds in any
evangelical belief that came together to amount for religious purposes.” (Dunn,
give the United States a rule of law with the Reﬂections, p. 15)
documents, the Constitution and the Bill
Third, Carlson recognized that religious
of Rights, to guarantee the continuance of liberty and church-state separation should
church-state separation.” (Dunn, Religious be non-partisan issues. He sought to build
Liberty, p. 75)
alliances with both sides of the political aisle.
In 1989, Dunn reﬂected on the life and The BJC did not endorse candidates and
work of C. Emanuel Carlson. Carlson came maintained an independence of religious into the Baptist Joint Committee in 1954 after stitutions from intentional partisan politics.
a distinguished teaching and administrative
Dunn suggested that “the Baptist Joint
career at Bethel College. He served the Com- Committee should probably still be paying
mittee until his retirement in 1971. Accord- reparations or at least doing penance for
ing to Dunn, Carlson “practiced the art of taking Bethel College’s dean. The staff of
the possible, remembering Niebuhr’s notion the BJC are still proﬁting from Carlson’s
that all laws are no more than proximate so- thoughtful insights.” (Report, p. 15)

As the cherry blossoms opened in Washington in the spring of 1995, a very appealing
opportunity to spend time abroad emerged on
the horizon. An invitation came to take a part
on a program of the Baptist World Alliance
World Congress that was to meet in London’s
Royal Albert Hall. Immediately, I visualized
the library of the British Museum, nearby. I
had long yearned to carry out some project of
historical research in the museum’s library. If I
chose a subject related to Baptist history, I could
quite properly extend my vacation and spend six
or eight weeks in London, so I focused my mind
on the question “Just how did John Smythe
arrive at his ideas that were to be so signiﬁcant
in the formation of this world wide Christian
movement?” John Smythe (c1570-1612) was
one of the early founders of the Baptist church
movement in Great Britain.
As I began to get into the subject I looked ﬁrst
for the printed material of John Smythe himself,
and soon found two small volumes. The one
was a study on prayer and on how a person
can come to an active prayer life. Between the
lines, it was a direct attack on the whole idea of
an ofﬁcial prayer book that served to instruct
the population how to pray.
The second was a study of “the Sermon
on the Mount” and was an analysis of how a
person should function in Society in order to
have a “Christian life.” In shock, I focused John
Smythe to be concerned primarily with the various aspects of devotion to God and to Christ
and how to manifest that devotion. I found him
much less concerned about church structure or
church order, as such.
This was a startling discovery because I now
saw that religious liberty is basically a matter
of personal religion and secondarily a matter
of constitutional law or church polity. “What is
prayer?” was the big question. Was it words set
into formulas for ceremonial purposes or was
it the yearning of the inner man? Could prayer
come into a person’s experience by “conformity”
or uniformity, as parliament and the monarch
had insisted through centuries of British history.
Conversely, could prayer be defended by means
of legal positions or by means of legislative inﬂuence? John Smythe was working on the very
foundations of my own work.

~5~
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separate as having different functions,
each fulﬁlling its duties free from dictation or patronage of the other.
The BGC’s extended representation of this
historic Baptist principle of separation of
church and state has been its membership
and, at times, its leadership of the Baptist
Joint Committee (BJC). This preeminent
church agency, headquartered in the nation’s
capital and supported jointly by fourteen
Baptist bodies, champions the cause of
religious liberty. It is a major force in assuring that “religion can be freely exercised
by all, neither advanced nor inhibited by
the government.” For nearly seventy years,
the BJC has maintained that standard and
represented it to individuals, local congregations, and other denominations as well as
government ofﬁcials at all levels—legislators,
judges, and even presidents.
The BJC’s list of BGC representatives on
the Board from 1954 to 1988 includes
the following:
WILLIAM C. TAPPER
GORDON ANDERSON
MARTIN ERIKSON
LD L. CHRISTENSON
LLOYD DAHLQUIST

MAURICE A. WESSMAN
WARREN MAGNUSON
J. LEONARD CARROLL
ROBERT JOHNSON

BGC members of the BJC Board since
1988 include:
RICHARD BLOOM
DWIGHT JESSUP
RAY SWATKOWSKI
CAROL ERICKSON
ROBERT S. RICKER
WARREN EASTLUND

DON ANDERSON
DANIEL BAUMANN
HERB HAGE
WARREN MAGNUSON
VICTOR WINQUIST

The BGC’s ofﬁcial relationship with the
BJC began in the late 1940’s. Records show
that in February 1949, representatives from
the Baptist General Conference, “formerly
known as Swedish Baptists”, attended a
meeting of the BJC, which prior to 1950
was known as the [Baptist] Joint Conference Committee on Public Relations. At that
meeting, the BGC delegation reported that
its organization had voted to afﬁliate with
the BJC.
Within a few years, representatives of the
BGC moved into leadership of the Baptist
religious liberty agency. Dr. C. Emmanuel
Carlson left his post as the academic dean
of Bethel College in 1954 to serve as the
Executive Director of the BJC. He served 17

DWIGHT JESSUP served with C.E. at
Baptist Joint Committee
years in that role, the longest tenure of any
top leader of the BJC. In 1965, Dr. Walfred
H. Peterson, a “Swedish Baptist” originally
from Moline, Ill and a political science professor at Bethel, became the BJC’s Director
of Research Services. Peterson held that post
for three years before accepting a faculty appointment at Washington State University.
Since 1954, at least twenty BGC ofﬁcers,
pastors, and laypersons have served as members of the BJC Board. Several have been
elected as chairpersons or as other ofﬁcers of
the Board. These have included Warren Magnuson whose tenure of the Board extended
beyond twenty years, Donald Anderson,
Robert S. Ricker, Dwight Jessup, and Ray
Swatkowsky.
In addition, Bethel University students
have frequently worked as interns in the
BJC’s Washington, D.C. ofﬁce. Other Bethel
graduates, such as Rev. Wes Forsline, who
represented the American Baptist Churches
USA, have served as BJC Board chairpersons.
Prominent BGC pastors, including John F.
Anderson, have also been actively involved
in BJC programs.
Consistent with historic Baptist belief, the
BJC champions religious liberty because it
is biblically grounded. It is a prerequisite for
voluntary worship, spiritual witness, and
all the other ramiﬁcations that result from
the centrality of our faith commitment.
The BJC also promotes religious liberty on
constitutional grounds, holding it to be the
primary and essential ﬁrst freedom. For the
beneﬁt of both our faith and for the wellbeing of society, religious liberty should be
as unfettered as possible from both govern~6~

ment regulation and state sponsorship. The
intrusion of the State into religious affairs, as
Colonial Baptist preacher John Leland proclaimed, diminishes true religion’s chances
to ﬂourish and dramatically undermines
the government’s role as protector of our
fundamental freedom.
Unfortunately, there are still those today
who want to use the apparatus of the State or
some form of human force or law to ensure
that what they perceive as God’s work and
witness gets done. The motive may be right,
but the means are wrong. Governmentsponsored prayers and religious exercises in
public schools, government-supported displays of the Ten Commandments—standing
alone, and the use of public aid (tax money)
in the form of vouchers to subsidize religious
schools are just three of the current threats
to religious liberty and to true, voluntary
religion.
Besides the BGC, the BJC is supported by:
ALLIANCE OF BAPTISTS
AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES USA
BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIA
BAPTIST GENERAL CONVENTION OF TEXAS
BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION OF NORTH CAROLINA
COOPERATIVE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP
NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTIONS OF AMERICA
NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTIONS USA
NATIONAL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CONVENTION
NORTH AMERICAN BAPTIST CONFERENCE
PROGRESSIVE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY COUNCIL
SEVENTH DAY BAPTIST GENERAL CONFERENCE

The work of the BJC is carried in several
arenas—public policy formulation, administration, and adjudication; communications and public relations; education, and
constituent services.
Persons desiring to know more about the
BJC and its witness for religious liberty are
encouraged to view its website at www.bjcpa.
org, subscribe to its periodical published ten
times each year, Report from the Capital, and
read recent book publications that highlight
its work.
The BJC is exceedingly grateful for the
membership and active support of the
Baptist General Conference. As conference
Baptists, we are privileged to enjoy the
BJC’s vigilance in protecting our religious
liberty.

Defend and Extend God-Given Religious Liberty for All: The Mission of
C. Emanuel Carlson and Walfred H. Peterson
G. WILLIAM CARLSON,
professor of history
and political science,
Bethel University | In
1954, Dr. C. Emanuel Carlson, Dean of
Bethel College and
one of the prime
contributors to the transformation of Bethel
Junior College to a 4-year Christian Liberal
Arts College, became Executive Director of
the Baptist Joint Committee. The mission of
the BJC is to “defend and extend God-given
religious liberty for all, bringing a uniquely
Baptist witness to the principle that religion
must be freely exercised, neither advanced
nor inhibited by government.”
In a 1958 address to the American Baptist
Convention, Carlson articulated his understanding that “religious liberty” is one of the
major Baptist distinictives and needed to
remain a major feature of our mission. He
stated:
“In recent months I have had a
growing feeling that if we ever clearly
identify the Baptist genius we will
ﬁnd it very closely related to religious
liberty. We will ﬁnd it related to an
understanding of the gospel which
sees the person as called of God in
Christ to a life of responsiveness and
obedience to the mind of God, which
in turn sends him into service as a
free man. Our emphasis has been on
responsiveness to God, a responsiveness which springs normally out of
full faith and conﬁdence in His word,
in His redemption, in His power, in
His love.
Our message has been a declaration that God enters personally and
directly into the experiences of men
in response to our faith. That man
must come alive to God and he will
ﬁnd God fully alive toward him, and
that in this experience man finds
freedom, and the basis for free institutions both ecclesiastical and political.”
(Carlson, Baptist Genius, p.2)

The BJC wanted an “experienced educator
to plan an educational program that would
reach across the lines of regional cultures
and across racial and national backgrounds.”
Carlson responded to the challenge because
it “stirred an interest in the hybridizing of
diverse cultures on the basis of a professed
common religious heritage.” Carlson’s dream
for the Baptist Joint Committee was to deﬁne
a “religious liberty” advocacy based on a
strong Biblical foundation and an understanding of the complexities of American
history and the governing institutions.
Carlson wanted to encourage the BJC
to adopt a “proactive basis for its mission,”
emphasize the multi-cultural nature of the
Baptist denominations and professionalize
the staff. The arguments about religious liberty in the United States need, stated Carlson,
to be biblically grounded, constitutionally

First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution (1791)
“Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.”
well-reasoned and effectively articulated. Religious liberty ought to be an issue that crosses
partisan politics and emerge as a shared understanding of the “proper” role of religion
in a democratic society. Baptist historian, H.
Leon McBeth wrote it this way:
“In no other areas has Baptists’ witness proved clearer and more consistent than in their struggle for the right
of persons to answer to God and not
to government for religious beliefs and
behavior.” (Parry, p. 2)
The Baptist Joint Committee opened
a full-time ofﬁce in Washington, D.C. in
1946 to defend what it regarded as the historic Baptist concepts of religious liberty and
church-state separation. The Baptist General
Conference joined the BJC in 1949. Dr. C.



Emanuel Carlson remained in this post as
executive director until he retired in 1971.
Although C. Emanuel Carlson was born
in Alberta Canada in 1906, his parents were
Swedish immigrants. They experienced the
power of Jesus Christ in their lives as a result
of a Swedish, pietistic Baptist inﬂuence.
Carlson suggested that “in a sense, I see myself in the stream of Scandinavian pietism.”
(Hastey, p. 103) Out of this experience C.
Emanuel apppreciated that Baptist heritage
as a “prophetic and dissenting community of
believers.” Those who know God personally
and who are so committed to doing His will
“become nonconformists.” Their allegiance
to God “sets them off from society so they
ﬁnd a state of tensions between themselves
and much of the prevailing way of life.”
(Carlson, Prophets, p. 13)
Carlson received his B.A. degree from the
University of Alberta in 1927 and began
graduate school training at the University
of Minnesota. In 1932 he earned a M. A.
degree in history and political science and
completed his Ph.D. from the University of
Minnesota in 1949. In 1927 he started teaching at Bethel Academy, a secondary school
in St. Paul. In 1931 the Academy became a
junior college and in 1948 the school became
a four-year college. He was the ﬁrst Dean of
the four-year college and did much to ensure
the success of the college in the post World
War II era.
Carlson valued the uniqueness of Bethel’s
pietist tradition and wished to encourage the
maintenance of the “prophetic” heritage in
mission and curriculum. In a commencement address he stated:
“In the background of this school
are the prophetic insights of the Baptist movment as a whole involving its
emphasis on the new birth, on the
Lordship of Christ, on the priesthood
of the believers, on the separation
of church and state, and on divine
vocation for all Christians. More
particularly the school has strains
of pietism of 18th and 19th century
Germany and Scandanavia giving an
continued on p. 11
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about its meaning for us today, led Kenneth
to wonder whether C.E. was more historian
or philosopher.
In asking and answering good questions,
C.E. followed well and valued the teaching
style of Jesus who was also famous for such
questions as “Who do you say that I am?”
“What must I do to be saved?” and “Can
you drink my cup?” In a lecture I gave to
freshman students at Bethel College I once
suggested that each student could intentionalize their growth as Christian citizens by
asking and answering a good question every
week. The question needed to be important,
answerable with a reasonable amount of
research and make a difference in how one
lived. To me the asking and answering of
good questions is a major aspect of maturing
as a Christian, a lesson I learned well from
my favorite history professor.

members to frame the objectives that would lic education and Christian value intersect?
guide Bethel’s future.
Do Christians have a signiﬁcant contribution
Carlson was deeply committed to Christian to make to the public discourse about sciliberal arts education. He wanted all his stu- ence, heritage and a national commitment
dents to experience the new birth, recognize to social and economic justice.
the value of the insights of
In a three-year study
the Baptist heritage and
(1966-68) the Baptist Joint
cultivate a personal comCommittee examined
mitment to the Lordship
“The Role of the Chrisof Christ. His belief in the
tian Through Church and
relevance of the pietist
State” in education, welheritage infiltrated both
fare, and international
the curriculum of Bethel
relations. In preparation
and the personal mission
for the ﬁrst conference C.
of the staff. Bethel ColE. wrote a statement on
lege, stated Carlson, had a
“Principles and Values”
prophetic function, which
that certainly deserves to
was to encourage Chrisbe read today.
tian discipleship, ministry
“A careful listening to
outreach and academic C. EMANUEL, Professor and dean and reading of the present
excellence.
generation of Americans
of Bethel College 1939-1953.
C. Emanuel as educator.
brings ﬁve contemporary
When I arrived in 1939 Bethel was a junior C. Emanuel at the Baptist Joint
civic values into view: science, heritage, percollege, but plans for a four-year program Committee on Public Affairs
sonal development, national strength, and
were well under way by the time C.E. became As a teacher C.E. had examined the mean- economic growth. Can these national values
dean in 1946. This was well timed because ing of history and as a dean he had explored that are sought through public education be
many veterans were entering college after the meaning of Christian education. These coordinated with the religious values that
the war. C.E.’s ﬁrst responsibility was to se- were combined when he went to the BJC are sought through church education? How
lect faculty for an expanded set of courses. in 1953, and his skill in framing thoughtful much freedom from current culture does
In the fall of that year he invited Russell questions helped to guide discussions for the Christian ask in the interest of personal
Johnson in Botany and myself in Zoology the BJC and their Religious Liberty Confer- fulﬁllment? What do Baptists desire of pubto form an enlarged Biology department. ences. He brought his Baptist pietist values lic educational institutions with reference
Other new faculty were soon added. C.E. to the discussion. He was concerned about to objective instruction about religion and
generously encouraged faculty members to how Christians who value freedom and religious materials?”
continue advanced studies at the University. personal responsibility seek to identify and
The Baptist Joint Committee organized
He also asked us to work with him and board support common civic values. How do pub- another Conference in 1969 which analyzed
the impact of the “Emerging Patterns of
Rights and Responsibilities Affecting Church
Room for Prophets
C. EMANUEL CARLSON, commencement address 1955 | In the background of this school are the
and State.” Once again C. E. prepared a valuprophetic insights of the Baptist movement as a whole involving its emphasis on the new birth,
able introduction which helped to frame
on the Lordship of Christ, on the priesthood of the believers, on the separation of church and
some of the important questions concerning
state, and on divine vocation for all Christians. More particularly the school has strains of the
a “free church” perspective on religious libpietism of 18th and 19th century Germany and Scandinavia giving an emphasis on fellowship and
erty and church-state issues. He understood
personal communion with God.
well the history of religious persecution
Such prophetic premises make a school something distinctively Christian, for these premises
within the western Christian heritage and
ﬁnd expression in the entire program. They bear on the formulation of the school’s objectives,
endorsed the values of the American experithey inﬂuence the school’s admissions policy, and student personnel program. They set the policies for selection members and for the organization of the curriculum. They even outline the
ment which emphasized religious freedom.
ﬁnancial methods and the promotional techniques which are usable. Most of all, they make for
The state church tradition is neither good for
an atmosphere of conﬁdence and freedom in which devoted minds are free to explore the truth
the religious community nor for the search
that God wishes to bestow.
of the common good.
And yet, all of those being true, do not try to face life on the basis of a Bethel training—face it
He stated that by legislation and litigaon the basis of a personal commitment to Christ.
tion “the nation has developed a large body
“Room for Prophets,” Bethel Seminary Quarterly
Quarterly, Nov. 1955
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of substantive and procedural laws about
freedom. When viewed from the institutional perspective the extension of rights and
freedoms is likely to appear as the erosion of
authority. Those who have been thoughtfully
committed to the ideas of “free churches”
and “religious freedom” have assumed that
people can and will take personal responsibility, under God, if the church and society
will nurture such competence.”
However, these issues raise problems for all
dimensions of church work. Carlson asked:
1. Must “conversion” be understood as
affecting the acceptance of responsibility under God and therefore properly
evaluated by “the works” that follow?
2. What kind of person is the ideal religious person envisioned as the goal
of religious education, an obedient
conformist or a creative innovator?
Comparable issues are raised for governments:
1. Are the free nations moving into political philosophies which make it impossible for governments to govern except
by brute force and violence?

2. Are the mass media so structured as to
give “visibility” to the negative forces
in society while ignoring the massive
concern for the “common?”
For this session I prepared a paper on the
topic, “The Expanding Scope of Human
Responsibility.” It was an honor to respond
to the challenges that C. E. Carlson asked
me to address. As a scientist I recognized
that “man’s increasing ability to control
himself and his environment has brought
relief from many restrictions. But each gain is
purchased at the cost of added responsibility
and a growing list of decisions to be made
. . . It is now obvious that the short term
advantages of any new technological procedures are much easier to evaluate than are
the possibilities of long term future harmful
effects.”
I afﬁrmed a common theme found in C.
E. Carlson’s Christian commitments. The
answer, of course, lies in the “concept of
stewardship, of accepting God’s good gifts
and ‘managing’ them in an unselﬁsh way
on his behalf. We have tended to restrict
stewardship to the use of money and abilities

within the context of the church, but stewardship must play a much larger role as the
scope of human responsibility expands.”

Conclusion
C. Emanuel Carlson has played a signiﬁcant role in my development as a Christian
educator. For that I am truly grateful. He always encouraged me to ask and answer good
questions. His commitments to the Baptist
pietist heritage included a strong belief in the
“new birth” experience, a strong emphasis
on holy living, a deep allegiance to the “free
church” experience and an understanding of
religious freedom and church-state separation. These afﬁrmations are still valuable in
my spiritual journey. Through them I came
to “understand that an awareness of the
goodness and power of God in human lives
is essential. Nothing in the nature of man or
in his environment lies outside the grace of
God. Such a spirit of quiet conﬁdence may
be the greatest contribution the Christian
faith has to make as we all face the expanding
scope of human responsibility.”

Generosity: An Essential to Kingdom Life!
RON SAARI, Senior Pastor, Central Baptist
Church, St. Paul, Minnesota | Recently, my
wife served in our nursery department. Afterward she commented
that she had forgotten
how much two year olds don’t like to share.
She heard the constant banter, “my turn, my
turn.” She realized that she had to intervene
in order to get them to share.
Some people never learn the art of sharing.
They go to their graves with the word “mine”
on their lips. “Mine” marks their lives. They
are never free to be generous with their lives
or resources.
When we embrace Jesus and the kingdom
of God, a shift of focus should take place. We
are to pray, “Hallowed be your name,” not
my name.” We are to pray, “Your kingdom
come,” not my kingdom come. We are to pray,
“Your will be done,” not my will be done. This
shift of focus is a process of transformation



made possible through the power of the Holy
Spirit.
There is an incident in the life of David
which indicates that the emphasis on “mine”
is a part of human nature that creeps into
our lives in ways we least expect.
The context for I Samuel 30 is David and
his followers had settled as refugees in the
land of their enemy, the Philistines, in order
to avoid the pursuit of King Saul. While the
men were away from the village, a marauding band of Amalikites attacked and burned
the village to the ground, taking the women,
children and livestock as spoils of their
victory. As a response, David and his men
pursued the Amalikites. David and his men
won a decisive victory. The text is careful to
say that not one woman, child or any of the
livestock was lost. However, 200 of David’s
men were too exhausted to make the journey.
They stayed behind to guard the supplies at
the Besor ravine. Now the plot thickens.
21
Then David came to the two
hundred men who had been too

exhausted to follow him and who
were left behind at the Besor Ravine.
They came out to meet David and the
people with him. As David and his
men approached, he greeted them. 22
But all the evil men and troublemakers among David’s followers said,
“Because they did not go out with
us, we will not share with them the
plunder we recovered. However, each
man may take his wife and children
and go.” I Samuel 30:21-22 (NIV)

The spoils belong to the strong
This was a principle of war at that time: the
spoils belong to the strong. The strong determine the distribution. Those who were too
tired for battle were undeserving to share in
the plunder. However, notice the approach
that David takes.
23
David replied, “No, my brothers,
you must not do that with what the
LORD has given us. He has protected
us and handed over to us the forces
continued on p. 10
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that came against us. 24 Who will
listen to what you say? The share of
the man who stayed with the supplies
is to be the same as that of him who
went down to the battle. All will share
alike.” 25 David made this a statute and
ordinance for Israel from that day to
this. I Samuel 30:23-25 (NIV)

The principle of generosity
David acts on behalf of the ones left behind.
He proclaims that those left behind will not
be treated as second-class citizens. He treated
the least ones like the strong. This principle
of distribution that all share in the bounty is
a principle that governed David’s style. This
is best described as a principle of generosity.
This principle is important to us as Christians because it is a principle of the gospel
and kingdom life. Paul reminds us in II
Corinthians 8:9 that generosity is integral
to the gospel:
“9For you know the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that though he was rich,
yet for your sakes he became poor, so
that you through his poverty might
become rich.”
We are all familiar with the story of Zacchaeus. Telling the story of Zacchaeus, one
of our children’s teachers brought with her a
“rat.” She used the visual to illustrate how well
Zacchaeus was received by his world. He sold
himself to the Romans since they allowed him
to collect as much taxes as he could squeeze
from the people. So, he accumulated a fair
amount of wealth to live comfortably.
But Zacchaeus encountered Jesus. In describing the encounter Luke tells us:
8
But Zacchaeus stood up and said to
the Lord, “Look, Lord! Here and now
I give half of my possessions to the
poor, and if I have cheated anybody
out of anything, I will pay back four
times the amount.” Luke 19:8
Amazingly, the principle of generosity
swept like a “tsunami” tidal wave over Zacchaeus. He had never thought of the poor.
Now they were on his heart. Jesus responds
with kingdom language:
9
Jesus said to him, “Today salvation
has come to this house, . . .”
The kingdom landed at Zacchaeus’ house,

both shattering and reconstructing his life.
He was transformed by Jesus’ concern for
the poor and sought corrective ways of reorienting his life!
What are the implications of the principle
of generosity? As David cared for those who
were left behind, who are the left behind ones
today? Are they those who can’t afford health
care? Are they the minorities who have come
to our shores? And, who are the “strong” that
dominate the distribution? Are they not all
of us who have been abundantly blessed with
material things (which within itself is not
evil) but have forgotten “the least of these,
my brethren?”
The principle of generosity has tremendous
implication on how we organize ourselves
as a culture. It raises signiﬁcant questions
about how we treat those who are left behind
in our society. Are they sharing equally in
the distribution? Or do the “strong” control
and dominate the distribution? As kingdom
people, in whom God is transforming hearts
by grace, can we ignore or dismiss the left
behind ones?

Generosity: An essential Kingdom
value in today’s world
In “Just Generosity,” Ron Sider states that the
scriptures give government a role in ensuring a just economic system. In Psalm 72:4, a
Psalm about the Messiah’s rule, we read: “4
“
He will defend the afﬂicted among the people
and save the children of the needy; he will
crush the oppressor.” According to Psalm 72
there are oppressors of the poor who need to
be kept from exploiting the poor. Sin makes
government intervention in the economy
necessary according to Sider.
Sider continues: “The church’s prophetic
role in this is critical. Faithful Christians
not only care for the poor and call them
to forsake sinful choices and destructive
behavior, Christians also ask why people
are poor—and advocate change. A faithful
church will issue a ringing summons to the
middle class and rich to transcend self-centered materialism and change what is unjust.
. . . A revitalized Christian church—truly
understanding that God measures societies
by how they treat the poor and that the Bible
demands economic justice for all—could



provide the crucial leadership necessary to
dramatically reduce poverty.” (p. 84)
In referring to economics, Sider adds,
“Profits are essential, but elevating the
maximization of proﬁts above a concern for
workers, the common good and the environment is idolatry.” (p. 88)
So how well are we doing? What do the
statistics indicate? If you are a single mom
with two kids trying to make it on your
own, your full-time job at minimum wage
falls $2,631 short of the poverty level of
$12,931. As Baptists we are all alarmed by
out-of-wedlock births, people living together
outside of marriage and a rising divorce rate.
We often fail, however, to relate economic
factors as contributors to these disturbing
trends. According to Sider 32% of all men
between the ages of 25 and 34 do not earn
enough to keep a family of four above the
poverty level. Of all people below the poverty
line 31% are uninsured and half of all poor
people working full time are uninsured. Of
all African Americans over 22% lack health
insurance as well as 35% of all Hispanics.
Today over 43.4 million people in the USA
are without health insurance. (p. 140) Glen
Stassen in the Feb. 22, 2005 issue of Christian
Century describes the relationship between
the abortion rate and poverty. “Poor and
low-income women account for the majority of abortions. Their economic status is
a major contributor to the abortion rate.
Black and Latina women tend to be poorer
and are more often unemployed. Their abortion rates are two to three times higher than
those for white women.” (p. 10)
Sider believes that as federal, state and
local ofﬁcials we should work toward policies that guarantee any family that works at
least forty hours a week receives after tax
compensation equal to 120 to 130 percent
of poverty level. He believes everyone whose
income is at 150 percent of poverty level
and below should have access to adequate
health insurance at a cost of no more than
5% to 10% of income. This past presidential
election neither party seriously addressed
any of the issues of poverty. Most recently
in Minnesota, our governor has proposed
a budget that removes 46,000 people below
the poverty level from health insurance.
continued on p. 11
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Generosity: Recovering the church’s
prophetic role
What should the role of the church be in
recognition of these alarming statistics? One
of the roles of the church is to be prophetic.
It is to call our culture and nation to a higher
standard. Surely the principle of generosity
and the nature of the kingdom imply that we
can and should call our culture and nation
to a higher standard.

“I am convinced that in the ﬁrst ﬁve to ten
years of the new millennium, Christians in
the United States have a historic opportunity unparalleled in decades, perhaps in the
twentieth century. Dismayed by repeated
failures to reduce poverty, secular policy
elites are astonishingly open to faith-based
proposals and contributions. With some old
fears and battles resolved, the widely divided
Christian community shows increasing signs



Defend and Extend
Extend, from p. 7

emphasis on fellowship and personal
that humans must be responsive to the call of
communion with God.” (Carlson,
God. The “new birth means that that which
Prophets, p. 16)
was dead to God becomes alive in Him.”
For Carlson, leaders and rulers needed Therefore, to Baptists the “purpose of God
to be confronted with the word of God. is that men shall be spiritually free beings,
Social systems and economies “stood bare free to live their religious lives and have their
of philosophies and rationalizations in the ultimate being under the Lordship of Christ.
light of God’s judgments. Here were the men This freedom is real only if these same people
who were in a society but certainly not of it.” are free not to be responsive to God, or to re(Carlson, Prophets, p. 15)
spond in such manner as seems right
C. Emanuel Carlson
to them.” (Carlson, Prophets, p. 5)
was a distinquished BapSecond, Baptists need to
tist educator and political
be concerned about government’s
activist. His Baptist pietist
promotion of a cultural religion
heritage was influential
and exploitation of speciﬁc relito the development of his
gious denominations for political
Christian faith. The BGC
purposes. Our national heritage
archives house a substantial
is best deﬁned by a pluralistic
collection of his writings
commitment to religious liband essays, especially during
erty and encouragement of
his leadership of the Baptist
religious communities to
Joint Committee. Three major
be true to their beliefs and
ideas permeate Carlson’s essays
practices. This dialogue was
and are helpful in understanding
provoked by prayer in the
what was really important to
public schools Supreme
Paper written by C. E. CARL- court decisions.
his life and ministry.
SON for the National reliFirst, Baptists have stood
In 1964 C. Emanuel Carlgious
Liberty
Conference
in
for “personal religious exson was honored with the
perience and commitment.” Washington, D.C., 1957, and Distinguished Alumnus of
Our highest loyalty is to “God published by the Baptist Joint the Year Award at Bethel
Comittee, 1961.
as we know him in Christ...
College. In his address he
We are his men and women. He is our all, our challenged the need for the Becker Amendideal. We are His children, we seek to live His ment which advocated for the return of Bible
will and His law as citizens of His kingdom... reading and prayer to the public schools.
We are commited to making everyday life He asked what might happen if the “Baptist
worthy of the Gospel of Christ.”
religion” were to become the ofﬁcial religion
The Baptist genius lies in the “insight that of America. Within a decade it “would have
man is created and redeemed to live as a free lost its power. It would have become a tool to
spiritual being under God.” Our distinctive control people for the ends of government.”
understanding of salvation lies in the truth No religious movment “can maintain vital-



of readiness to work together to empower the
poor. With more empirical evidence emerging every year, faith-based approaches look
increasingly attractive. It is realistic to think
that a biblically based, empirically grounded
holistic vision and strategy could become
widely inﬂuential and dramatically reduce
poverty in the next decade.” (p. 220)
In this next decade will the word “mine”
mark our lives or will we be generous with
our lives and resources?
ity of commitment and responsibility under
God and at the same time operate as an ofﬁcial program promoting national ventures.
Religion cannot serve two masters.”
“Parenthetically,” Carlson added, we are
not “robbing God of his power.” We are
“not excluding God from the classroom.
What kind of God is it who suffers from
a government’s decision not to require
‘prayer?’ Our God is bigger than that!”
Society is best which “maximizes the possibility of a man’s free response to the Holy
Spirit.” The problems of “government can be
adequately solved without using religion as a
mere tool in the solution. We can point to the
tradition which runs from Roger Williams
to the present which insists that the power
of government must be civic power only.”
(Carlson, Alumni)
Third, Baptists believe that a loyalty and
devotion to God require and produce an
interest in our fellow human beings. There is
a need to be involved in the economic wellbeing and tragic experiences of our fellow
citizens. The hearts and lives ruined by vice
and alcoholism demand attention. Foreign
policy should seek peace and religious and
political freedoms.
However, in doing such Baptists must
always live in tension between civic responsibility and conforming to the mind of Christ.
One must recognize that we live together
and that “government exists in order that
we may do together what we cannot well
do separately...As Baptists, we believe in
the separation of church and state, but we
believe in full civic participation and effectiveness for every child of God.” During
Carlson’s leadership at the Baptist Joint
Committee he focused on the economic and
continued on p. 13
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quist was beginning a new era of progress there were small classes. Political science as a
in Christian higher education. V. Elving An- major was not yet offered. He became known
derson was Acting Dean and Clifford Larson for his thoughtful teaching style and his carewas soon to become Dean of Bethel College. ful correction of term papers. Word changes,
Part of the excitement and challenge was the correcting grammar and offering ideas on
“integration of faith with learning”. Some how a paper could be strengthened was the
persons seemed stronger with the faith piece, way he functioned. By the mid-ﬁfties the
others with scholarship. Walfred Peterson did desire to have a major in political science was
both well. He was a solid scholar who also to become reality. The popular “American
took his faith seriously. He helped students government teacher had a following.”
Five young Edgren men found ourselves
think through Christian responses to civil
rights, cold war foreign policy, church-state among the ﬁrst political science majors at
court cases, role of diverse religious commu- Bethel College. Without planning to, or
nities in a pluralistic America and social and knowing it at the time, we became a “small
economic justice in a democratic, capitalist support group”. I remember the dinner party
we put together in 1957 when Walfred became
America.
Doctor Walfred H.
The autobiographPeterson. We went to
ical background of
a restaurant (dry one)
Walfred Peterson was
together and gave him
quite typical of those
a year’s subscription
of us at Bethel at that
to the Atlantic Monthperiod. Born to Swedly. (I hope we paid
ish Baptist parents
for his dinner). We
in Moline, Illinois,
loved hearing “Wally
young Wally underPete” spout off about
stood in his Swedish
current events and
Baptist Church that
we appreciated his
politics were basically
iconoclastic style and
“worldly” and not the
dissenting spirit. Afmandate of church
ter all, wasn’t Roger
life. Rarely were social
Williams the first
issues mentioned in
American Baptist?
the church. An excepWalfred
Peterson
and
Dalphy
Fagerstrom
Wasn’t F.O. Nilsson a
tion to this pattern
was Wally’s memory discuss American political parties with Rep- dissenter? We enjoyed
resentative Eugene McCarthy, 1956.
promoting some “soof his church taking a
“dry” position (regarding prohibition) in the cially liberal” ideas and causes at conservative
Presidential election of 1932. Preaching and Bethel College.
There was also a spiritual, tender, comteaching was devoted to “spiritual things”
that related to salvation and the pure, daily passionate side to Walfred who usually
championed the underdog; the least, the
work of the saints.”
As Walfred grew in knowledge and faith, lost, and the forgotten. Minority rights were
he began a life long pursuit of relating his consistently at the forefront of his teaching
Baptist pietist upbringing to the realities of and concern.
We learned about Supreme Court deciChristian citizenship. Peterson acknowledges the powerful inﬂuence of his Bethel sions such as Plessey v. Ferguson and the
Junior College professor and former Bethel recent legal reversal from Brown v. Board
Dean, C. Emmanuel Carlson, who chal- of Education in our constitutional law
lenged him to care passionately about truth class which met for four hours on Saturday
mornings the spring quarter. He endorsed
and scholarship.
This became a way of life for Walfred Pe- the need for an intentional commitment
terson. In 1950 when he joined the faculty for the desegregation American society and



suggested that the church should be on the
forefront of the movement.
Church-state issues also ﬁt into his concerns. Walfred became known as an articulate spokesperson and lucid writer on this
topic. As a Baptist he was opposed to the use
of taxes to fund non-public education. Recently, Peterson related to me a story which
he recalls with delight.
“One effort that gave me much satisfaction was my work on the school
bus issue in Minnesota. Around 1960
Catholic spokespersons lobbied for a
change of state law so that the state
would fund the use of school buses
for the schools of the church. I wrote
articles opposing that funding for the
press of the Minnesota Council of
Churches. This led to radio debates
between Catholic political activists and myself. I was glad to have a
wider audience than just Conference
Baptists.”
However, in the 1960 election, Peterson
created quite a stir when he supported John
F. Kennedy for President at a time in which
many evangelicals were opposed to having
a Catholic in the White House. Peterson
appreciated Kennedy’s commitment to civil
rights and social and economic justice. Many
Baptist General Conference constituents
were not happy with this “political voice” on
Bethel’s campus.
In 1965 the Petersons faced a new opportunity. Former Bethel College Dean, C.E.
Carlson, invited Walfred to join him at the
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs in
Washington, D.C. as Director of Research.
For three years Walfred gave himself fulltime to one of his great passions, churchstate relations and religious liberty. But at
heart, Peterson was a teacher, a professor.
When the invitation came from Washington
State University in Pullman, Washington to
resume teaching, he accepted and remained
there until retirement. He continues to be an
advocate for important social and political
concerns.
In preparation for this article, I asked Peterson to comment on what he understands
to be an important church-state issue in the
United States today. His response is illustracontinued on p. 13
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Onward and Upward
Upward, from p. 12

tive of his teaching style; broad, provocative
and informed. However, he was ready to
provide accurate detail when needed.
“The ‘civil religion’ of this land and
its people is presently both very
strong and is still growing stronger.
By ‘civil religion’ is meant much of
the public’s religious-like devotion
to the nation state and its enterprises.
This strength comes from the people
themselves and from political leaders
who exploit the public’s devotion for
their own political aims. Keeping this
deﬁnition in mind, add to it the fact
that some religious groups are better
funded and purposefully organized to
promote political ends than in earlier
days. Some mega churches have the
potential to raise large budgets and to
organize followers that impact political issues as never before. True, some
other church groups in the prohibition and civil rights eras have shown
similar capacities, but never like the
religious right wing actiists today.
The song, ‘Onward Christian
Soldiers’ may be disappearing from
hymnals of mainline denominations
but not from those of right wing
churches. This combination of ‘civil
religion’ and the capacity for church
political action presents the nation
with a new and different scene in religious politics than it has experienced
before.”
Doesn’t this make you want to sit down
in a group of ﬁve or six and talk about what

he just said? Isn’t that the mark of an excel- Donahue Berg, Joy Hegstrom Tierney and
lent teacher? In 1992 when Walfred retired Barbara Hartman Anderson.
from full-time teaching, we ﬁve ﬁrst political
Having time to sit, walk, talk, eat and be
science majors got in touch with each other. together for a weekend was a great gift. Jack
We wanted to go to Pullman, walk in ﬁve Tierney cooked our Saturday evening gourminutes late, and sit
met dinner. Walfred’s
in the front row in his
humor, keen mind,
last class! We couldn’t
and ability to speak
manage that. But we
and write in “short
thought of something
pithy sentences” were
better. We made arrefreshing to experirangements to bring
ence again. Peterson’s
the Petersons to Mindisdain of pretense
nesota for a weekend at
and pomp, clichés or
Lindesfarne in North
hyperbole was obviBranch then owned by
ous. “Wally Pete” was
Jerry and Millie Healy
still the person we re(their friends/colmembered from stuleagues from Bethel).
dent years.
“Five majors” and
On Sunday
spouses shared a weekmorning we met in the
end telling stories, WALFRED PETERSON, Professor of Political Lindesfarne Chapel
Science, Bethel College, 1950-1965.
reflecting on life at
and gratefully related
Bethel College in the mid ﬁfties and how our life experiences. We laughed and wept
our lives and careers have developed. The and sang old hymns. Stahnkes told about
ﬁve were Allan Stahnke, chair of the Politi- being in Berlin when the wall went down.
cal Science Department at the University of “A great choir sang selections from the MesSouthern Illinois, Edwardsville, Il; John siah.” We sat with grateful hearts pondering
Tierney, former FBI Agent, law enforcement our heritage, God’s faithfulness, and the gifts
teacher, and Attorney for Hennepin County, of love, life and freedom.
Minneapolis, Minnesota; John Berg, with
One person said, “this was one rare event
the Rockefeller Foundation, New York; Paul when the experience exceeded the anticipaBerg, Elementary Principal in Pleasantville, tion”. Walfred adds today, “those words apply
NY; and John F. Anderson, then Pastor of to the whole venture.” Some of us recall a
Third Baptist Church, St. Louis, MO. Our three-word phrase Walfred often used, half
spouses were alumnae of Bethel also. Astrid with tongue in cheek and half seriously,
Barbins Stahnke, Lois Barnes Berg, Maureen “Onward and Upward!”



Defend and Extend
Extend, from p. 11

social struggles of urban life and deﬁned a
strong endorsement of the objectives of the
American civil rights movement. He was
committed to public educational institutions
as primary communicators of consensus
American values and instructor on the role
of religion in American history. This forces
Baptists to ask several questions:
1. How shall we safeguard the independence and freedom of the church under
God?
2. How can Christians arrange to give adequate spiritual learning opportunities to

children and adults without asking our
governments to teach us “religion.”?
3. How can we be of help to the many
peoples of the world who are now
seeking freedom from the oppressive
combination of political and ecclesiastical authoritarianism?
4. How can we rise above our own narrow
self-interests and proclaim to all mankind that we, as Baptist people, have the
mind and the passion of God on behalf
of the well-being of all people?
In 1983 Dr. Walfred H. Peterson re-



ceived the Distinguished Alumnus of the
Year Award for Bethel College. He, like C.
Emanuel Carlson, played a distinquished
educational role at Bethel College and
worked to expand “religious liberty” issues at
the Baptist Joint Committee. Peterson grew
up, a life long Baptist, in Moline, Illinois. He
received an A. A. degree from Bethel Junior
College and a B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from the
University of Minnesota in 1957.
From 1950-1965 Peterson was a professor
of political science at Bethel College and author of a number of articles on church-state
continued on p. 14
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relations and the development of a Biblical
and to learn as they see ﬁt. This is
base for political thinking. His work in this
as it should be. Certainly, among
area was well respected and consistent with
Christians such freedom should be
his Baptist pietist heritage. In 1965 he was
maximized. If Christ’s transforming
asked to become director of research services
power does not make this freedom
for the Baptist Joint Committee. Dr. Carlson
possible, then we lie about His power
stated:
to transform. If after being trans“Dr. Peterson is an able and well-estabformed, students still need the law, of
lished political scientist. Neither the issues
what effect was the transformation?
nor the Washington scene are new to him.
To be sure, the young and immature
He previously worked with the Baptist Joint
need guidance, but Christian students
Committee in 1961 and in 1963. He has also
should need a great deal less guiddealt with many of the issues at the state level
ance and regimentation than should
in contacts with the state legislature and with
non-Christian students. In light of
the mass media.
this obvious truth, all Christian
Baptists and other friends
colleges should be known for
of freedom will find
the breadth of their liberty,
Dr. Peterson a man of
but most are not.
geniune scholarship and
This fact is an awful
competence. He is a man
indictment of American
of broad Christian symChristian higher edupathies and general good
cation. Fortunately,
will. He will add much to the
Bethel has been a
effective work already being
kind of exception
done by the Baptist Joint Comwhen compared
mittee.”
to other evanAfter Walfred H. Peterson’s
gelical schools. It has
concluded his service at the
been willing to rely on
Walfred H. Peterson’s book on
Baptist Joint Committee in
the Spirit for the discireligious liberty issues and the
1968 he returned to teaching
pline which all ChrisSupreme Court.
at Washington State Univertians should have. It
sity. Peterson’s ongoing research illustrated a
should maintain this position as a
strong commitment to religious liberty and
mission to Christian higher educaan interest in how the current court decisions
tion.” (Peterson, Eighteen Years)
were developing a set of principles to ensure
Second, religious liberty is a beneﬁcial
a responsible interpretation of the First “radical change” in American history. The
Amendment in the twentieth century. In American revolutionary experience did
Peterson’s writings four themes emerged:
not automatically include it in the original
First, was his strong committment to a agenda. Freedom from Great Britain, for
Christian Liberal Arts education that val- many pastors and political leaders, meant
ued Christ’s transforming power, a strong the imposition of new state churches at
commitment to academic freedom, en- the local level. Freedom from the church of
couragement of the integration of faith and England, meant the imposition of new state
scholarship and a need to understand and churches. This was not satisfactory to many
appreciate the Baptist heritage, especially Baptist leaders who again found themselves
its support of religious freedom. In his last in a persecuted setting. Baptists such as
editorial in the Faculty Journal prior to his Roger Williams, John Clarke, Isaac Backus
move to the Baptist Joint Committee Peter- and John Leland often would combine
son wrote:
forces with such American political leaders
“Another point about freedom
as James Madison and Thomas Jefferson to
should be made. The students are
demand that the ﬁrst amendment be added
relatively free on this campus to live
to the constitution.



Jag visste att min moder bad
I Knew My Mother Prayed
(Såningsmannen, Vol. VI, No. 7,
July 1918, p. 53)
by Signe Olson Peterson
translation by Tom Coleman

When the road seemed too hard for me,
When I but sorrow’s face could see,
When my deep wounds for long
had stayed,
I knew then that my mother prayed.
When I in sorrows grip am held,
And many bitter tears I’ve felled,
I know my joy will not be gone,
Because my mother’s prayers go on.
When fear all courage took away,
For battle no one could allay,
Still to continue strength I found,
For mother’s life to prayer was bound.
When dangers on my path might be,
When separating them and me,
Was but a single step between,
Prayer a sheltering wall has been.
When in the sunshine, gentle, bright,
My peace immune to any fright,
It was because prayers had been made,
For mother faithfully had prayed.
I mothers prayers for certain know,
Could not by God unanswered go.
I will at last God’s city see,
For mothers prayers have followed me.
They understood that “American freedoms
were better for the gospel and their churches
than the old country’s practises.”
One of Peterson’s major contributions to
the dialogue on church-state issues was his
book Thy Liberty in Law. It was an extremely
popular work for those who cared about
understanding the supreme court decisions
on church-state issues in the 1960’s and
1970’s. He argued that “since liberty cannot
be absolute, a free land will never lack for
disputes. The question for our nation is not
whether these disputes arise. Rather, it is our
disposition in handling them.”
For Peterson, the Baptist commitment to
religious liberty was not only based on principles of Scripture but it was also directed
toward the emergence of a just community.
He concluded that we need to be concerned
about how we use our freedom. Do we use it
continued on p. 16
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The Pietist Poetry of Signe Olson Peterson: Early Poems Translated by
Tom Coleman
In the past issues of the Baptist Pietist Clarion
we have published some of the poems of
“Signe.” She was one of the major Swedish
poets of the Midwest during
the ﬁrst half of the twentieth
century and is featured in
several essays including a
recent book by Anne Gillipsie Lewis entitled Swedes
in Minnesota. The following
comments appeared in a
Swedish journal in the early
20th century:
”Several beautiful poems
with signature ‘Signe’ have
appeared in ‘The Sower.’
No doubt our readers are a
little curious to have more
knowledge of the person in question. Therefore, we will try to oblige by presenting the
author in both word and picture.
Her name is Signe Elizabeth Olson. She
was born in upper Ulleryd, Värmland. She
came to Port Arthur, Canada, May 29, 1911,

and has since lived there. Around 100 poems have ﬂowed from her pen. (En Svensk
Författarinna I Kanada) (A Swedish Author
in Canada) Såningsmannen
July 1918).
Her poems frequently
dwell on the difﬁculties of
the immigrant experience.
These include the tragedy
of friends who die trying to
earn money to send home,
expressions of remembrance
of a “praying mother,” and a
sense of loneliness upon
hearing of the death of family members in Sweden.
Many of her early poems
also reflect pietist themes
such as the wondrous grace of Jesus, the
need for a born again experience, a desire
for intentional Christian discipleship, a commitment to holy living and a rejoicing in the
promise of heaven.
Signe’s early poems, in old Swedish, have

not been available to readers of the Baptist
Pietist Clarion. However, over the past year,
Tom Coleman, a retired Baptist General
Conference missionary to Ethiopia and the
Cameroons has taken on the task. A graduate of Bethel College in 1946, he became an
orthopedic surgeon. Coleman grew up in the
Spring Vale Baptist Church, and is currently
living with is wife, Elaine, in Cambridge,
Minnesota.
A friend told Tom to learn a ”non-marketable” skill as a way to relax and focus on
something other than the crises of medicine.
He learned poetic Swedish and found himself translating into English several famous
Swedish/Finnish poets of the 19th century.
When he was shown copies of Signe’s early
Swedish poems, Dr. Coleman was excited
about their style and message. He agreed
with earlier readers such as John Klingberg
and Anna Swedberg that they had merit and
quality. The following are two of his translations:

Den kala björken (The Naked Birch)
(Svenska
Svenska Standaret
Standaret, Vol. VIII, No. 42, October 21, 1914, p. 3) translation by Tom Coleman

Beside my window swaying,
A birch raised high its top,
Its proud bearing betraying,
A resolute proud hope.
Its roots went far underground,
Into the mountains base,
Storms had often raged around,
With cruel violent face.

Wondering then my thoughts went
To her who now enjoyed,
Shade the birch around her sent,
When sun ﬁerce heat employed,
Sending rays from sky cloud free,
On steps well crowded out,
With restless humanity,
And nothing cool about.

I saw the buds were swelling,
Out in the spring sun bright,
It seemed they smiled in telling,
That gone was winter’s night.
The new buds were awaking,
Where others died last fall,
They were their prison breaking,
For the leaves come out call.

A lone leaf I saw one day.
Pale yellow on the ground,
Dead and dry I saw it lay,
In darkness rest it found.
Now the cold winds daily came,
Deﬁant through the wood,
Scornful they their booty claim,
Till naked the birch stood.

The birch’s crown was nourished,
From hidden sources fed,
In proud might it ﬂourished,
Beside the ﬂower bed.
Offering the helpless dove,
Protection, shelter, aid,
When the eagle saw the brood,
Which he made plans to raid.

With dread my thoughts then turning,
To the storms cruel might,
I raised with question burning,
My glance to plundered height.
Are all things then created,
To die in dreary fall?
The birch tree then related,
Its voice was mild and small.
~ 15 ~

My time gone, ﬁnished my task,
My tools now down I lay,
And I need no longer ask,
For the bright summer day.
If I have been rejected,
My beneﬁt thought small,
The shade which I projected,
I freely gave to all.
When the thunder loud would roll,
Alone then I would stand.
When complaints would nag my soul,
There was no help at hand.
Though dark and cold seems my day,
Ahead is heaven’s door.
And though beauty falls away,
I care for it no more.
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“to promote the good life by our standards?
Liberty is for something. It is not an end in
itself. It is the most ideal society and people
we can develop in its realm. It is a means to
a higher end.” Therefore, “with our abundant
freedom, we have a responsibility to use it
for the common good. Paradoxically, liberty
gives more, not less, duty.” (Peterson, Thy
Liberty in Law
Law, p. 180)
Third, like C. Emanuel Carlson, Peterson
was extremely concerned about faith groups
using the state as a method of promoting
their beliefs and practices. He believed that
“whatever the state touches it secularizes.”
In the 1970’s many Christians were arguing
that the state could “promote religion in little
ways, but not establish any state religion.”
For example, they would argue, “Sunday
blue laws, public school devotions, prayers
at public ceremonies - these gestures are a
good inﬂuence on society, and yet leave the
individual free to worship—or not—as he
pleases.”
In the briefs to the Supreme Court, the
lawyers supporting the state written prayer
stated that the schools were really trying
to promote good, sound morals and good
citizenship by means of this little dose of
religion. During my years as a student at
Bethel I had a chance to interact with Dr.

Peterson and after an early morning International Relations class. He suggested that I
was devaluing the signiﬁcance of prayer by
giving it a civic function in public schools.
He said to me “tell me a prayer that everyone
can pray, to a God that everyone can pray
to, and led by anyone.” Is that really what
Christians call a prayer?
Religions should not be demeaned for patriotic, civic purposes. When church groups
plead for the state to conduct prayers, they
are “only admitting that they and their families have failed their religious duty. Recall
that Christ was tempted in the wilderness to
resort to use of political power. He refused.
Should His church do any less today?” (Peterson, “State Touches”)
These same principles might be used
to evaluate some of the current efforts to
use religious symbols and sacred practices
to advance a civil and patriotic objective.
Baptists ought to value their heritage and
question the intrusion of the state into religious spheres of operation. In a society such
as ours the family, church and state all have
their proper spheres of operation.
The spiritual sphere is “properly the sphere
of the Spirit-directed church and its people.
Christ also said, ‘Render unto God the things
that are God’s.’ The prophet Zechariah said,

‘Not by might, nor by power (i.e. the tools
of the state), but by my Spirit...’ The work of
God is done by spiritual means: prayer, good
example, love —not by the force of law or the
force of state military and police power.”
Thus the Christian, when true to his
deepest convictions, will “not ask the state
to require worship of anyone, or to enforce
holy days, or to use school attendance laws
to round up an audience for Bible readings
and prayers.”
Walfred Peterson and C. Emmanuel Carlson served each other well when they labored
together at the Baptist Joint Committee.
In today’s Christian community there is a
discussion between four major church-state
options: restored theocracy, increased accomodationism, traditional separationism
and intentional secularization. It is essential
for Bapists to retain its commiments to the
“traditional separationist” vision through
endorsing a strong commitment to “religious
liberty,” bringing a “prophetic witness” to a
civil, public discourse and expressing outrage
when the state begins to misuse the religious
communities for the development of a civic
and nationalist religion.
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